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Abstract 
Using finite differences and the Crank-Nicolson implicit scheme for 
solving parabolic type partial differential equations, a computer program 
has been developed for solving the one-dimensional, vertical rr10v-ement of 
water in soils. The formulation of the initial boundary value problem is 
obtained by introducing a new dependent variable through the Kirchhoff trans-
formation to replace the hydraulic head. Data relating saturation (or moisture 
content) to the capillary pressure in the soil are used to define the hydraulic 
properties of the soil which are needed in order to obtain a solution. The 
Burdine Theory has been iITlplemented in the program to obtain the needed 
relationship of hydraulic conductivity to capillary pressure. This formula-
tion and solution method is consistent with the solution method develaped 
earlier for three dimensional axisymmetric rn-Gvernent 0-£ water applied at 
the surface by a circular infiltrorneter, so that compariso-ns of the solution 
results from the two different cases would indicate quantitative effects on 
the flow pattern of the component of radial moisture movement. 
A number of solutions have been obtained for several initial moisture 
contents and for several application rates (including variable rates equal 
to the intake capacity of the soil), for a soil at the Reynold's Creek experi-
mental watershed. Saturation-capillary pressure data for this soil were 
obtained by the Agricultural Research Service in the laboratory. Laboratory 
measurements of the hydraulic conductivity corresponding to number of 
capillary pressures were also obtained. Using the saturation-capillary 
pressure data in the Burdine equations for evaluating the hydraulic conduc-
tivity gives good agreement with these latter laboratory measurements. 
The results froITl these solutions have been used to display the variations 
of hydraulic head, saturation and hydraulic gradient with time under varying 
conditions. By contrasting the results from these solutions with those from 
similar solutions for the axisym-rnetric cas-e, the effects on the flow patterns 
due to the radial cOITlponent of moisture rnoveITlent have been determined. 
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Notation 
A Matrix 
~ 
B Vector 
D Depth of soil 
h Hydraulic head equal to elevation head plus pressure head 
i. e .• h = Y + p (L) 
i=y//::,y+l Subscript denoting space increment 
j = ,/ /::,,+ I - Superscript denoting time step 
k Subscript denoting space increment just beyond wetting front 
K Hydraulic conductivity IL/ T) 
Ko Saturated hydraulic conductivity (LIT) 
K _ Relative hydraulic conductivity 
Ko 
n = Dj /::, Y + I - Subscript denoting space increment corresponding 
with impervious layer 
p 
q 
S 
Capillary pressure head; is a negative quantity for partially 
saturated flow and becomes positive fGr saturated flow 
(pressure/specific weight) (L) 
Reference pressure used in Kirchhoff transformation (F /L 2) 
Reference pressure used as lower limit in Burdine integrals (F/L2) 
Bubbling pressure head (Ll 
Application rate; volumetric flow rate per unit area (LIT) 
Saturation; volume of water /volume of voids 
Reference saturation used as upper limit in Burdine integral 
Se = (S-Sr) / (l-Sr) - Effective saturation 
Sr Residual saturation 
;v 
Time (T) 
y Vertical cartesian coordinate (L) 
a. ParaTI1eter 
/:::" Difference operator 
Parameter 
Soil porosity; volume of void/total volume 
A Pore size distribution exponent 
t Vector 
Dependent variable introduced by Kirchhoff Transformation (L) 
~o Initial distribution of ~ . 
T Kot - Time parameter (L) 
a- a - a -
ax i + ay j + az j - Vector operator 
Partial differentiation operator 
v 
SOLUTION TO TRANSIENT VERTICAL MOISTURE 
MOVEMENT BASED UPON SATURATION-CAPILLARY 
PRESSURE DATA AND A MODIFIED BURDINE THEORY 
Introduction 
Recently under a cooperative agreement with the Agricultural 
Research Service, (Northwest Watershed Research Center), com-
puter programs have been developed for solving problems of 
three-dimensional axisymmetric transient moisture movement froIn 
circular infiltrometers through partially saturated soils (Jeppson, 
1970 a & b). These programs use finite difference methods in solving 
the nonlinear partial differential equations. The results from these 
solutions are being used in conjunction with field infiltrometer 
measurements by ARS - Northwest Watershed Research Center in 
determining the hydraulic properties of wate rshed soils in fundamental 
studies with the ultimate objective of developing a computer simulated 
model of a watershed flow system. In conjunction with this research 
program, it is necessary to know the quantitative effects of the 
radial component of flow from a circular infiltrorneter in order to 
correlate the results with field situations in which the moisture is 
applied over a large area resulting in only vertical movement. Such 
influences will vary depending upon the hydraulic properties of the soil. 
The magnitude of the various influences can be obtained by 
studying and contrasting the solution results for the case of rnoisture 
movement from a circular infiltrometer with the results from similar 
solutions based upon the assumption that the moisture movement is 
one-dirnensional. While a number of solutions and computer programs 
are available for solving the one-dimensional problem, it appeared 
that less total effort would be required to develop a computer progra=, 
than to adapt an available computer program to give results consistent 
with the solution results for the axisymmetric problem. In part this 
decision was reached bec·ause the best overall solution results for the 
circular infiltrometer problem are obtained from a formulation based 
on the Kirchhoff transformation (this transformation is discussed later) 
when laboratory data for capillary pres sure and saturation for 
a particular soil are used in a table look- up technique in conjunction 
with a modified Burdine Theory (also discus sed later) in defining 
certain required relationships for the hydraulic properties of the soil. 
The writer is not aware of available solutions based on this approach, 
yet in order to readily contrast the two situations the solutions must 
be based on the same assumptions. Furthermore, with the methods 
available for solving one-dimensional problems a small amount of 
effort is required in the development of such a computer program. 
The method of solution for the one-dimensional problem is dis-
cussed in this paper, along with the modifications made in the C3urdine 
Theory for handling the imbibition case o A limited amount of analyses 
and presentation of res ults and comparisons are given in this paper. 
After °more laboratory and fiel~ data become available from laboratory 
and experiments at the ARS Northwest Watershed Research Center, a 
subsequent report will present more extensive analyses and conclusions. 
Formulation 
The following differential equation for defining the vertical 
moisture movement in porous media is obtained by using Darcy's Law 
in conjunction with the one-dimensional continuity equation 
\l 0 (K \lh) 
r 
--'L OS 
K ot 
o 
in which h is the total hydraulic head and equals the sum of the 
(I) 
pressure and elvation heads, i. e. J h = p + y; 11 is t.he soil porosity, 
i. e., the vollUTIe of voids per unit volume, S is the degree of 
saturation and equals the volume of water in the soil divided by the 
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volume of soil voids; K 0 is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of 
the soil with units of velocity; and Kr is the relative hydraulic 
conductivity whose magnitude equals the hydraulic conductivity of the 
partially saturated soil divided by its saturated hydraulic conductivity. 
Studies (Brooks and Corey, 1964 and 1966; King, 1965; White, et al., 
1970) have demonstrated that the relative hydraulic conductivity can 
be defined adequately for most applications as a function of the 
capillary pressure head, p. 
The left side of Eq. 1 can be simplified by introduction of the 
dependent variable ; in place of h by means of the Kirchhoff 
transformation. This transformation is accomplished by letting 
or 
d; 
dp 
K 
r 
p S Kr (p) dp • 
PI 
(in which PI is a reference pressure. generally equal zero, at 
which partial saturation first occurs) and then noting that 
\7; = (d;/dp)7p and dh/dy = dp/dy + 1 
Equation becomes 
d2s dK dS 
+ 
r 
...2l.. 
dy2 ~ K ~. 0 
Since, however, Kr and S are functions of p, dKr/dy = 
(dKr/dp) (dp/OS) (Os/oy) = (OK/Op}(l/Kr)(O~/oy) and oS/ot 
(dS/Op) (l /Kr) (os/ot) , Eq. 3 can be written as 
+ K 
r 
in which the time parameter T Kot for homogeneous soil. 
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(2a) 
(2b) 
(3) 
(4) 
The solution to Eq. 4 is dependent upon obtaining values for 
OS/op. Kr and OKr/Op. Of these needed quantities it is practical 
to measure capillary tension and saturation in the laboratory or field 
with instrulTIents such as tensiorneters, Neutron meters or gamma 
probes from which values of OS/Op as related to S can be obtained. 
Hydraulic conductivity and capillary pressure data. however, are 
rnu~h more difficult to obtain. Consequently, it is very desirable to 
obtain values for Kr and OKr/Op as related to S from saturation 
pressure data, or from some functional relationship involving pressure. 
The functional relationships proposed in the literature do not give close 
agreement to the data obtained for soils in the Reynolds Creek Experimental 
Water shed ope rated by ARS- Northwe sl Wate r shed Research Center. 
Reasonably close agreement seems to result, however, from a modifi-
cation of the Burdine Theory (Burdine. 1952) from capillary pressure-
saturation data. The approximations involv(,·d in the Burdine Theory 
and its application are discussed by Brooks and Corey (1964 and 1966) 
and Laliberte. et al. (1968). The results from the Burdine Theory are 
given by the following equation: 
IS dS 
2" 
S2 
Sr P 
K (5) 
r e r dS S p2 
r 
in which Se is the effective saturation defined by Se = (S - Sr)/(l - Sr)' 
in which Sr is the residual saturation. The value of Sr is generally 
determined to give as good a fit as possible to a functional relationship 
between Se and p. but physically it is the saturation at which 
moisture movement ceases. 
The applications of the Burdine Theory in the references cited; 
above have- been for the case of desaturation. For problems dealing, 
with imbibition. as is the case for the infiltration problem of this 
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paper, it became clear that Eq. 5 must be modified. since the capillary 
pressure head p becomes zero ror values of S generally slightly less 
than unity and this would result in a division by zero. Two modifications 
have been introduced to Eq. 5. First a constant pressure head Po has 
been added to the pressure head and second, the upper limit of the 
integral in the denominator of Eq. 5 has been changed to So a value at 
which the pressure head, p, becomes zero and whose magnitude is 
generally- slightly less than unity. With these modifications the Burdine 
Integrals become, 
sS ~ 
Z 
S2 
Sr (P+Po) (6) Kr e SSo ~ 
2 
S (P+Po) r 
Introduction of So and Po in the Burdine Integrals results in additional 
parameters which are needed in the description of the hydraulic properties 
of a soil. A value for So can be obtained from saturation pressure data 
when p = O. Studies are needed to relate the value of Po to the physical 
properties or to some measurable hydraulic characteristic of the soil. 
In the absence of such studies, the value of Po must be based on 
judgment guided by values obtained by trial for soil for which 
hydraulic conductivity-capillary pressure data are also available. From 
analysis of a limited amount of data it appears that values for the 
relative hydraulic conductivity are not highly sensitive to small changes 
in the value of Po particularly in the region in which Kr is not too 
much less than unity. Furthermore, since little flux movement exists 
in regions in which Kr is very small and because of the lack of 
sensitivity in regions in which Kr approaches unity, it is believed 
that a reasonable estimate of Po will be adequate for many applications 
of Eq. 6- and, consequently, hydraulic conductivity data will not be 
necessary. 
-5-
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Saturation pressure data (see Table 1 and Fig. 1) from soil at the 
ARS Reynolds Creek experimental watershed were used in a numerical 
evaluation of Eq. 6 using several values for Po and the results compared 
with laboratory data for hydraulic conductivity of the same soil. In the 
numerical evaluation of Eq. 6 a second degree polynomial is passed 
through each three consecutive points and this polynomial integrated 
as described by Jeppson (1970c). The integration over the interval 
between Sr and the smallest value of S contained in the saturation 
data is carried out by means of the Brooks-Corey Equation (Brooks 
and Corey, 1966). Table 2 gives the results from Eq. 6 for Po = 1 
and So = 0.939. Values for (1 /Krl (OKr/Op) and (1 /Kr) (OS/op) which 
are given in Table 2 are required to obtain a solution to Eq. 4. 
The results from this comparison are shown in Fig. 2. Increasing 
values of Po increases values of K r , as produced by Eq. 6, over the entire 
range of capillary pressure heads but more markedly for the large 
negative values of pressure head, whereas decreases in the value of 
So used in Eq. 6 increase Kr more markedly in that portion of the 
curve where p approaches zero. Relatively good agreement exists 
between the values of Kr determined by Eq. 6 and the experimental 
data. Therefore, Eq. 6 has been implemented in solving the infiltration 
of moisture through soils in a table look-up technique. The techniques 
used in this table look-up procedure are identical to those for solving 
the axisymmetric problem (Jeppson, 1970 a & b). 
The mathematical problem of one-dimensional vertical moisture 
movement through soils is depicted in Fig. 3 in the Ty plane. The 
differential equation to be solved is shown in the rectangle within the 
Ty plane and the initial and boundary conditions are given by an equation 
adjacent to the applicable boundary of the region of the problem. 
The initial condition, namely ~ = so(y), represents the distribution 
of ~ as a function of y which exists prior to the application of moisture 
to the surface. If the soil moisture is in equilibrium under the action of 
only the gravitational force, ~he hydraulic head will be constant through-
out the soil. This constant hydraulic head condition has been used in 
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Table 1. Capillary pressure-saturation data for soil at the Reynolds 
Creek experiInental watershed. Data _re obtained by 
Nie1 Biggs froIn laboratory tests of disturbed saInp1es. 
The original data has been sInoothed to provide for 
continuous polynoInial curve fitting between each adjacent 
three data values. 
Capillary Pressure Head (feet) 0 .0656 . 131 .194 .259 J 
Degree of Saturation (percent) .939 .882 .852 .832 
.817 i 
I 
L1. 302 1. 434 1. 594 11. 693 1. 75911. 824 1. 890 11. 988 2.15212.280 
i .572 .540 .508 I .492 .485 I .475 .466 ! .455 .439 I .418 
2. 543 2.887 3.258 4.206 6.11419.288 
.391 .374 .349 .310 .2681.241 
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the computer program for initiating the problem if another initialization 
is not supplied as input data. Initial values for £ = £o(y) are obtained 
from the constant head condition through Eq. 2b by numerically evalu-
ating the integral. In implementation of the table look-up technique 
values for £ (as well as Kr , (1 /Kr) (OKr/Op) and (I IKr) (OS/Op» are 
stored in the core memory of the computer for a specified number of 
increments of the pressure head. Over the first portion of the entire 
pressure head range of the problem (that is the portion in which the 
pressure approaches zero) the increment of pressure between adjacently 
stored values is one-half as great as over the latter portion of the range. 
Values for ~ = so{y) are obtained by first computing the pressure head 
corresponding to y and subsequently, upon determining the indexes of 
the table whose adjacent pressure head entries bracket the computed 
pressure head, determining the value 5 = so(y) by linear interpolation. 
In applying a constant head initial condition one should be aware 
that watershed soils would approach this condition only toward the end 
of relatively long periods of no precipitation during which evapotranspiration 
has essentially also ceased. During and shortly after precipitation, 
hydraulic gradients will be positive resultIng in larger- values of the 
hydraulic head near the surface, whereas when evapotranspiration is 
occurring the hydraulic head will increase with depth below the surface. 
An extensive program of field measurements of soil moisture and soil 
tension by Renger, et al. (l970) clearly demonstrated the quantitative 
dependency of the distribution of hydraulic head within the-soil profile 
with precipitation patterns as well as variations of soil fypes at different 
depths. Should such an initial distribution be known by measurements, 
or other means, it should be used as the initial condition. AU results 
given in this paper, however, have been obtained assuming h is constant 
throughout the soil profile. 
The boundary condition at the bottom of the soil profile at the 
impervious layer is obtained by noting that the vertical velocity of 
moisture movement at this boundary equals zero. From Darcy's Law, 
therefore, 
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Table 2. Values of the quantities stored in the core memory of the computer 
in implementing the table look-up technique for a soil with the 
saturation pressure data given in Table 1. 
Pressure Satura- I as 1 dKr 
No, head tion t; Kr---aP Kr---aP Kr 
I .000[1 • <J3 qo .nuuOD • 21 32 9+ nl .168 SO+D;> • <J~ 2<)7+ 00 
7 .1407 .8482 .10205+00 .81 q3 9+ [10 .3 F<; 32+~ 1 .45736+m 
3 .2815 .30 41 .15254+00 .84 {n 6+ 00 .2 Sq 56 +0 1 .29902+ m 
4 .4227 .7R 17 .188<)I+JO .66S91+110 .?0479+11 · n 879+ 00 
5 .562'! .754'1 .21 p ~; + ~ 0 • '13 29 6+ m .J 78 P9+0 1 .2J IS 3+ OJ 
<; .703F .72 lZ .74534+00 .12573+(Jl .19364+J 1 .1703 9+ OJ 
7 .R_44 .68 3'1 .2F4<)3+0U .2453 1-+ 01 .26825 +1 1 .lJ 781+ 03 
R .9851 .646'1 • 2774'l+J 0 · n 49 1+ 01 .30185+11 .73 H 2-01 
q 1.1256 .61 10 .28598+00 • 48 57 2+ (1l .? 8~ 8n+] 1 .488QQ-11l 
10 1.2665 .5807 • 29? 04 +0 a • 5~ 35 4+ Dl .2744'l+01 .38063-01 
11 1.4073 .5459 .7q643+JO .927)1+01 .308 60 +0 1 .24561-01 
12 1.5480 .51 I; 3 .2"924+JO .11539+02 • 2 83 47 +J 1 0I60'l4-0l 
13 1.6887 • 4'l 25 .30117+30 • W '175+ 02 .2010.3+11 .11047-01 
14 1.82Q5 .4747 .3024<;+00 .18477+02 .76599+]1 .81 m 3- 02 
15 1.'1702 .4569 .30342+00 • 18 ?3 5+ 02 .20052+01 .58 81 1- 02 
16 2.110'1 .4436 .3n41 '1 +OO .23530+ 02 .1 9968 +J 1 .51 n 3- O? 
17 2.2516 .4219 .30479+JO • It? 4~ 7+ 07 .30222+31 .33 ;>[10- 0, 
18 2.~'124 .4021 .3n~15+3n .43613+02 .225 'Ib+) 1 .21096- 02 
l'l 2.5331 • 3'l 16 .30542+DU • 3893 8+ 02 .16449+0 I .16ISR-02 
20 2.6738 .384'1 .3051';3+00 • 33 06 6+ 02 .12427+31 .1~47?-02 
21 2.8146 • 3779 .305 113 +~ n • 4:1 6~ t+ 02 .13~h2+31 .12 a~9-02 
22 2.'3553 .3(, 81 .305Q'l+JO • 77,9Q 8+ 02 .21412+J1 • \J 01 R- 02 
23 3.096'1 .3584 .3n61\+30 .83'lO 2+ 02 .18715+31 • 73 619~-m 
24 3.2357 .3502 • 3 rl6 20 + 00 • 93 41 7,+ 02 .1 7? 09+) 1 .58841-03 
25 3.3775 • 34 15 .3062S+3lL _,1243 ,,+ D3 .1 8; 74 +~ 1 4' ~411-m 
26 3.5 182 .3345 .30633+00 .13218 + 0 3 .1648U+ol .34639-·03 
27 3. 6 5~ 9 
.328 " .30638+ 00 .14415+03 .15180+01 .27901-U3 
28 3.79'36 .3 23 I • 3) 64 1 + 00 .15943+03 .14325+01 .22&79-03 
29 3.3404 .3 1~ 2 .30644+00 .1778S+[J3 • 13732+ 01 .ISU1-03 
130 4. J SI 1 .3137 • 30646+ 00 .19966 +0 3 .13312+01 .15397-03 
3 1 4.2 21 II .306 S .3064 S+O!! .IU73S+o4 .57335+01 .11260-03 
32 4.' 62 6 .2 qp 5 .30650+00 .52815+03 .21181+01 .7386011-04 
33 4.5 m 3 .2 '138 • 30651+ OJ .4 '3769 +0 3 .16579+01 .56928-04 
34 " .7841 .2872 .30653+ 00 .5386S+03 .1321>9+01 .37712-04 
35 5.) 66 2 .2820 .30654+00 .62833.!!!.L .11903+01 .21>524-04 
36 5.3477 .2777 .30654+ 00 .75426+03 .11205+01 .19180-04 
37 5.0291 .2738 .30655+00 .92089+03 .1084S+LJl .14072-04 
38 5. q 106 .27[13 .30555+03 .11392+04 .10712+01 .10394-04 
39 6.1 920 .2671 .30655+00 .14270+04 .10746+01 .76&1'1-05 
~ 
40 6.4735 .2641 .30656+ 00 .18113+04 
-
.10933+01 .5668~~ 
.30656+ 00 .23343+04 .11278+01 .'Il~d3-05 
" 1 6.754 'I .261 3 
42 7. J 36 .. .2587 .30656+00 .30640+04 .118ll8+01 .299:11-05 
.. 3 7.3178 .7562 .3!l656+00 .41159+0" .1257'1+01 .21293-05 
44 7.5993 .2 5~ 1 • 3D 65 6+ 00 .56994 +04 .13699+01 .14726-05 
45 7.8 S'l 8 .2514 .30656+00 .82321+ll4 .15381+01 .97971-06 
.. 6 8.1622 .2492 .30656+00 .12668 +0 5 .19115+01 .61359-06 
" 1 8.4437 .2471 .30656+00 .21721+05 .23270+01 
.34577-06 
48 8.7251 .24S0 .30656+00 .47152+05 .3(, 730+ 01 .15424-06 
49 9.)066 .2430 .30 65 6+00 .32356+06 .11543+02 .218U8~07 
50 9.? 88 0 .2410 .30656+ OJ .48249+06 .2ll634+02 .1421'1-07 
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Oh zP. + 1 zP. 0; + 1 0; + 1 0 
oy Oy 0; Oy Kr oy (7a) 
or 
Os K 
oy r (7b) 
If no ill1pervious layer exists in a particular problell1 the depth D 
should be specified larger than the depth to which moisture will penetrate 
during the maxill1ull1 till1e parall1eter T specified in terll1inating the 
solution to that problem. 
The boundary condition at the soil surface will be dependent upon 
the nature of the problem. Should the surface be kept completely wet 
such that the application rate always equals the intake capacity of the 
soil, then ; = 0 along this boundary. The value of zero for ; is 
obtained from Eq. 2b by noting that under cOll1plete saturation the 
upper limit oJ the integral equals the lower limit. For application 
rates less than the intake capacity of the soil, the boundary condition 
is obtained from Darcy's Law as shown below: 
v 
or 
q 
!sL 
K 
o 
K K Oh 
o r oy 
K 
o 
K K 
o r 
(8a) 
(8 b) 
The units of q are flux per unit area (or velocity) and the absolute 
value of q is used in Eq. 8b, so that the value of q may be specified 
as a positive quantity for an infiltration problell1 despite the fact that 
the direction of q is in the negative y direction. The same method 
of solution and computer program will apply to determining the 
moisture distribution throughout the soil profile under the action of 
evapotranspiration. For such applications the value of fql/Ko would 
be specified as a negative quantity. 
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The dimensionless quantity Iql/K o ' that is the vertical velocity 
divided by the saturated hydraulic conductivity, has been used in the 
computer program as an input specification to define the rate of 
application. Multiplying this dimensionless quantity by the time 
parameter T Ko t, gives the depth of water which has infiltrated 
into the soil. 
Finite Difference Solution 
The initial-boundary value problem depicted in Fig. 3 has been 
solved by finite differences using the Crank-Nicolson method.(See a 
text such as Forsythe and Wasow, 1960.) In the Crank-Nicolson 
method the differences at the advanced time step are weighted equally 
with those at the current time step. This technique leads to an implicit 
method which is stable for all incremental time steps (at least for 
problems with linear partial differential equations in which the coefficients 
do not vary such as (1/Kr) (~Kr/dp) do in Eq. 4), and as such requires 
the solution of a tridiagonal coefficient matr ix problem to advance each 
time step. 
The finite difference operator which has been used in the Crank-
Nicolson method is obtained by approximating the derivatives in Eq. 4 
by second order central differences, and taking the average of these 
quantaties at the present and advanced time steps. In doing this the 
derivative with respect to T is centered midway between adjacent time 
steps with an incremental spacing equal to one half of 2.T. This 
procedure leads to the following equation: 
si+ 1 + si+1 - 2 S i+ 1 
~i~+~I ____ ~[_-~I=-_____ [__ + 
+ 
2./ 
K 
r 
K 
r 
(~+I _ si+l) [-I [+1 
--------- + 
22.y 
si +si 2si 
i+l i-I - i 
2./ 
(9) 
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in which the superscript j = 1 + T /b.T represent the time step and the 
subscript i = D/b.y - y/b.y+ 1 represents the space grid line (note that 
i has the value unity on the surface and increases with depth below the 
surface opposite to that of y. In Eq. 9 all quantities with the superscript 
j are known. whereas quantities with a j + 1 superscript are 
unknown. 
Upon placing all unknown quantities on the left and known quantities 
on the right side of the equal sign, Eq. 9 becomes: 
< j+l _ (2 + ~) < j+l + (I -a) < j+ 1 
"'i-I I +a ", 1 +a "HI 
in which 
and 
a 
~ oS 
K b.T op 
r 
1 
2 
: t;, - 2 ) 
\ 1 +a 
oJ.· J!..=":::') j 
", \I+a £i+l 
(10) 
In Eq. 10 it has been assumed that the coefficients ~ and a resulting 
from Eq. 9 can all be evaluated from S at the pre sent time step and, 
therefore, K, OK lop and ~S are assumed equal whether they 
r r op 
multiply terms with the superscrfpt j + 1 or j. This approximation 
should have a relatively small effect on the solution results and was 
necessary in order to prevent an iterative method of solution in advancing 
each time step. Table 2 gives the values for these quantities which are 
needed in the solution of the differential equation and which result from 
the pressure-saturation data of Table 1. 
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Finite difference operators for the boundary conditions are 
obtained similarly. The surface condition which applies for application 
rates less than the intake capacity of the soil is 
s - Sz = - z ""y 1l9.!.. - K ) 
a \Ko r 
Upon eliminating the nonexistent value So by combining Eq. II with 
Eq. 10 results in 
(II) 
iZ+S) sitl 
\lta, I 
2 sitl Ita Z (t!) si - 4""y (~- Krl t (I!a) s~ 
(12a) 
'When the condition is specified which assumes the application rate is 
equal to the intake capacity of the soil, S I = a and it does not change 
in value. Under these circurnstances the first unknown value comes 
from Eq. 10. Consequently the surface condition finite difference 
operator for a saturated surface is 
(12b) 
The operator for the impervious layer, at which i:::; n is obtained by 
the procedure used in obtaining Eq. 12a. This operator is, 
sitl _ (2+S) si+l = _ si - (~l si t (I-Cl)(2""yK r ) n-1 , 2 I n n-1 \ 2 n (13 ) 
In solving a problem in which no moisture movement exists at 
T = 0, it is not necessary to solve for new values of S beyond the 
wetting front because these values will not change. Therefore, in the 
computer program new values of S at the (j t I) time step are computed 
for only a few increments beyond the wetting front. Values for S at 
this final space increment i:::; k are obtained from a finite difference 
operator based on the fact that sLt! = sL. Using Eq. ! a as the 
basis of this operator gives, 
-16-
(14) 
The system of equations which must be solved to advance each 
new time step results from combining Eqs. 12, 10 and 13 or 14, as 
solved by a single pass through the rows with a Gaussian elimination 
bringing the terms equal to unity to zero, after which the unknown 
values of S are computed by back substitution. The implementation 
of this solution method can be observed by studying the listing of the 
FORTRAN program in Appendix A. 
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Nature of Solutions 
The solution is obtained in terms of the variable £ which is 
introduced in the formulation of the problem through the Kirchhoff 
transformation. Other quantities, which are better suited for describing 
the lTIoisture movement, such as the degree of saturation (or moisture 
content), the hydraulic head and the hydraulic gradient can readily be 
obtained from the values of £ at any time- space grid point. 
The degree of saturation S is obtained by linear interpolation 
from the table of values stored in the computer memory (see Table 2). 
The hydraulic head h is obtained by linearly interpolating between 
stored values in the table to obtain the pressure head and thereafter 
adding the elevation of the particular space grid point at which the 
hydraulic head is being computed. Gradients, if desired, can be 
computed by dividing the difference between adjacent values by the 
spacing of the grid network, i. e. Ll. y. An exall1ple of the solution 
output containing values of S, the degree of saturation S and the 
hydraulic head h is given in Appendix B. 
With these quantities awailabl(, at any number of space increments 
and time steps, it is possible to detern)ine quantitatively the theoretical 
movement and behavior of the moisture in the partially saturated soil. 
Since it is relatively easy and inexpensive to obtain theoretical solutions 
from the digital computer in comparison with the acquisition of field 
data, the resu.lts from a number of solutions can be analyzed for develop-
ing insight into the behavior of the movement under a variety of conditions 
in various soil types. For example, the solutions to the 12 problems, 
23 through 40 in Table 3, required les s than one minute of UNIVAC 1108 
execution time. The conclusions arrived at from the analysis of the 
theoretical solutions can become the basis for predicting infiltration and 
watershed runoff, after a minimum amount of field verification that the 
theoretical predictions correspond reasonably well to reality. At 
present, a number of such solutions have been obtained for one soil type 
-18-
Table 3. Specifications used in describing problems. All problem 
specifications used the capillary pressure-saturation data 
in Table I, plus the following values: n = .394, Sr - .220, 
A = 1.110, Pb = .361, ~y = .1, Depth of soil 2 feet, No. of 
time steps 150 except Prob. No. 19 & 38 where solutions 
included 55 time steps. 
Time 
Prob. Initial t~y~. rate Increment No. Head (feet) Iq /K Hr 
1 -1.0 surface .005 
2 -3.0 saturated .005 
3 -4.0 " .005 
4 -3.0 .159 .005 
5 -1.0 .0954 .015 
6 -3.0 .0636 .01 
7 -3.0 .0477 .01 
8 -1.0 .0477 .025 
9 -3.0 .0318 .015 
10 -2.0 .0318 .02 
11 -4.0 .0636 .01 
12 -2.0 .0636 .01 
13 0.0 .0318 .02 
14 0.0 .0636 .01 
15 0.0 .0954 .01 
16 0.0 .159 .005 
17 -1.0 .159 .005 
18 -4.0 .159 .005 
19 0.0 .2226 .005 
20 -2.0 .159 .005 
21 -2.0 .2226 .005 
23 - .859 .0954 .015 
24 -2.859 .0636 .01 
25 -2.859 .0477 .01 
26 - .859 .0477 .025 
27 -2.859 .0318 .015 
28 -1. 859 .0318 .02 
29 -3.859 .0636 .01 
30 -1.859 .0636 .01 
31 +0.141 .0318 .02 
32 + .141 .0636 .01 
33 + .141 .0954 .01 
34 + .141 .159 .005 
35 - .859 .159 .005 
37 -3.859 .159 .005 
38 .141 .2226 .005 
39 -1.859 .159 .005 
40 -1.859 .2226 .005 
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as dpfint'd by the satllration prt'ssure data in Table 1. Preliminary 
analysis of the results of thesE;' solutions art' included hf'rein for defining 
influenc('s of tht" sp('cifiC'd initial hydraulic lu'ad and th(' application rate. 
As additional field data for various soils from tht, Reynolds Creek 
Watersht'd arC' obtained t additional solutions will be obtainpd. analysis 
pe-rformed,and the results included in a tf'chnical report. 
In Fig. 4 the distributions of the degree of saturation with depth 
has been plotted for several time steps T from a solution for which 
the initial hydraulic head h 0 was specified equal to - 3.0 feet and the 
application rate Iql/Ko was specified constant and equal to o. 159. 
(This is Problem No. 4 of Table 3.) From this same solution, the 
distributions of hydraulic head for several time steps are shown in 
Fig. 5 and the corresponding gradients of the hydraulic head in Fig. 6. 
The quantitative values for saturation, hydraulic head and 
hydraulic gradient which are given in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, respectively, 
apply only to the soil with Hie spe~ified hydraulic properties and for 
the specified initial condition and constant application rate. Qualitatively, 
however, the same general pattern of lines of distribution exist for other 
soils and conditions. It is interesting to note how much greater the 
hydraulic gradient is near the surface than the unit gradient that 
exists for saturated flow in a vertical column. Since this latter gradient 
equals unity, the magnitude of the gradients above unity are due to 
capillary forces. The magnitude of the relative hydraulic conductivity 
at the surface at all times must equal the specified iq:/Ko divided by 
the magnitude of the surface gradient. The magnitude of the surface 
gradients which are shown for depths equal to zero on Fig. 6 were 
obtained, however, by differentiation of the polynomial passing through 
the points defined by values of h at th .. thr .. e grid network points on, 
and adjacent tO J the soil surface. 
The change in saturation with the time parameter T is shown in 
Fig. 7 for solutions obtained by specifying several rates of application 
and initial values for the hydraulic head ho' to correspond to the 
-20-
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specifications used in obtaining a number of solutions to similarly 
formulated axisymmetric problems of flow from circular infiltrometers. 
The different solutions are identified on Fig. 7 by a number associated 
with each plotting symbol which corresponds to the problem number 
in Table 3, which contains a summary of the specifications used for 
each problem. Fig. 8 is a similar plot of the results of saturation 
at the surface centerline for axisymmetric problems of flow from a 
circular infiltrometer for w.hich the initial hydraulic heads and appli-
cation rates per unit area are equal to those for the corresponding 
one-dimensional problem of Fig. 7 and Table 3. The saturation at 
the surface centerline of the axisymmetric problems is greater than 
anywhere else on the soil surface. In fact, the saturation approaches 
the initial saturation at some distance from the infiltrometer ring, 
but also decreases within the infiltrometer ring. For all problems, 
and at all time steps, the magnitude of the saturation for the equivalent 
axisymmetric problem is less than that for the one-dimensional probleIll. 
The decrease in saturation for the axisymmetric case can be attributed 
to the radial cOIllponent of velocity removing some water, even at the 
centerline. The amount of this reduction in saturation is illustrated 
in Fig. 9, in which the ratios of saturation from the one-dimensional 
solutions divided by the saturation from the equivalently specified 
axisymmetric solution have been plotted as ordinate against the time 
parameter T as the abscissa. 
By noting which problem numbers give the smaller ratios in Fig. 9 
and examining the specifications for those problems, it become s apparent 
that the radial component is Ie s s significant for lower rate s of application 
jq'/Ko ' particularly if a low rate of application is specified in conjunction 
with a relatively large value {small in absolute value} of initial hydraulic 
head h • 
o 
The influence of the radial component of velocity {or the spreading 
effect} is different, depending upon the point being considered. The 
saturation at the surface near the infiltrometer ring will be less than 
-25-
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at the centerline. Table 4 gives values of the ratios between saturation 
at the centerline and also at the infiltrometer ring for the final value 
of the time parameter that has been plotted on Fig. 9, as well as 
the percentage increase in this ratio. 
Also of interest is the manner in which the saturation increases 
at a point within the profile as a function of the application rate as well 
as the initial condition. The point selected for illustrative purposes 
is the soil surface for the one-dimensional problem. The values for 
ratio of saturation at the surface divided by the initial saturation also 
on the surface have been plotted against the application rate on Fig. 10 
for T = 0.1. Similar ratios, but for T = 0.8, have been plotted on 
Fig. 11. On these figures different values of initial head define curves 
and such curves have also been drawn on these two figures. These 
figures show how the increase of saturation on the surface increases 
with smaller values (large in absolute value) of initial hydraulic head 
and how the magnitude of this increase also increases with increasing 
ra te s of application. 
For those problems (No. 1 through 4) in which the surface 
condition has specified that s= 0, or that the surface be maintained 
at its maximum saturation, the rate of application will vary with time 
as the intake capacity of the soil changes. The distribution of saturation 
and hydraulic head with depth for several time steps are given in 
Figs. 12 and 13, re ape ctively, using the re sults from the solution to 
Problem No. 1. These distributions from Problem No. 1 are qualitatively 
typical of the distribution of the other 3 problems for which solutions 
have been obtained. 
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, 
N 
'" 
, 
Prob. 
No. 
23 
24 
25 
29 
30 
32 
33 
34 
35 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Table 4. Comparison of s~turation at the 'soil surface from one-dimensional 
solutions l>.d th those at the surface centerline and at the 
infiltrometer ring from equivalently specifi.ed axisyometric 
problems. 
~~ 
Initial Applic. Time R = One-Dim. R1 = One-Dim. sat./ Percent 
head rate Parameter sat~/axisym. sat. axisym. sat. at diff 
h Iq I /Ko T at centerline infiltrometer ring (r=l') R -" 0 ~x 100 R 
0 
-0.859 0.0954 .99 1. 0081 1.0966 9.5 
-2.859 0.0636 1.0 1.0275 1.1379 10.6 
-2.859 0.0477 1.0 1.0433 1.1567 10.7 
-3.859 0.0636 1.0 1. 0285 1.1396 10.3 
-1. 859 0.0636 1.0 1.0256 1.1304 10.2 
+0.141 0.0636 1.0 1. 0195 1.0792 5.9 
+0.141 0.0954 1.0 1. 0150 1.0898 7.4 
+0.141 0.159 .75 1. 0446 1.0900 4.3 
-0.859 0.159 .5475 1.0506 1.1118 5.8 
-3.859 0.159 .5 1.0293 1.1299 9.8 
+0.141 
-.2226 .3 1.0756 1.1461 6.6 
-1.859 0.159 .585 1.0415 1.1157 7.1 
-1.859 0.2226 .470 1.0729 1. 2041 12.2 
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Cone Ius ions 
Numerical solutions to mathematical problems which describe 
moisture movement in partially saturated soils provide an economical 
lTIeans of studying a number of aspects of the flow phenomena. In order 
for the conclusions which might be drawn from these studies to have 
physical significance, the matheIT1atical forIT1ulation must contain no 
assumptions which are not in accordance with the physical processes 
which occur. In formulating the problem which is described herein, 
of vertical moisture rnoven1ent resulting from application of water at 
the soil surfacE', a fundamentally sound approach has been used, which 
incorporates conservation of n1ass, energy and momentUlTI on a macro 
scale, through the continuity equation of fluid dynamics and Darcy' 5 
Law, with the best means presently available for quantitatively des-
c ribing the hydraulic properties of partially saturated soils under 
iIT1bibition. In other words, the formulation has combined fundamental 
theory with results from past experimental studies which have defined 
important behavioral characteristics under specially controlled con-
ditions. Despite this a final verification of the mathematical solution 
results is nE'edcd before one can be fully confident that the theoretical 
solution results corresponds quantitativE'ly to the physical flow character-
istics. Experiments have been designed by the Agricultural Research 
Service to duplicate thE' mathematical problem of flow from a circular 
infiltrornete r in whic h meas urernents of saturations, (' apillary pres sure s 
and fluxes will be obtained at a number of points throughout the soil. 
Final verficiation (or lack thereof) will be made after the experiments 
are completed. Even in the absence of such final verification the 
following conclusions can be drawn from this study: (Some of these 
conclusions reinforce conclusions arrived at by other studies). 
1. With presently available high speed digital computer solutions 
to partially saturated flow problems can be obtained very economically. 
Solutions covering a large number of time steps, of vertical moisture 
movement discussed in this paper can be obtained for less than one 
-34 -
dollar of execution time (page costs and other I/O charges must be 
added). 
2. A large number of characteristics of the flow pattern can be 
examined from numerical solutions. In addition sensitivity an.alyses can 
be carried out to determine the effects on the flow pattern of variations 
in problem specifications by studying the results from a number of 
problems. Likewise, the influences of various soil properties on 
such aspects as rate of penetration, increases in saturation, magnitude 
and distribution of gradients and flux can be determined. 
3. The Burdine Theory when modified slightly to prevent division 
by zero provides a method for obtaining hydraulic conductivity from 
saturation - capillary pressure data for natural soil and not just for 
ordered porous media. This conclusion is based on the fact that good 
agreement exists from the theory and measured values for the soil 
used in this study, and there is no reason to suspect poorer agreement 
for other soils. 
4. Numerical solution can sharply define the location of the 
wetting front. 
5. Boundary effects on circular infiltrometers significantly alter 
the flow pattern, even reducing the saturation at the surface centerline 
appreciably over that which would exist for the same application rate 
over an infinite area. 
6. Hydraulic gradients due to capillary forces are much greater 
in magnitude than gravitational forces in the infiltration problem and, 
consequently, are very important in determining flow characteristics. 
-35-
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APPENDIX A. FORTRAN listing of computer program for solving one-
dimensional moisture movement from the soil surface using 
a modified Burdine Theory and a t able look-up technique. 
iFOR,1 ONEOM.ONEOH 
INTEGER IIIRT( 201 
COMMON IlCSOJ. XIlI 32).A ISO) .OSP 15 01 ,OKP 1501,S ArcS 01 ,RK 150 loST 13 2·1, 
S BI32I,HI32"22150I.CI50 .. ~,PB,POR.AM80A,O£LT.OELSI.OELT1. 
SOEl T2. HC. PINB ,NY. NY 1. '" .MY1 • .NCB .N IN C. Nt: BP 
86 REAOCS.1001 My.NT.NTA8,Ht:IGT.OElT,ChAPPl 
C IF SURFACE SATURaTED THEN APPL .GE. 1.0 AND IQ REPRESENTS HAXI. SATURATION 
IF IHY .GT. 321 STOP 
100 FORHATI31S.SF10.SI 
RE AD f 5.1001 INCB. NRT. NI I.SR ,A"'B ()A ,POR ,p B,ItC ,p I' 
REAOIS,l30J INR,ClIIRTCIloI=hINRI 
1.30 FORMATH6ISI 
IIRITEI 6,) OJ J MY ,NT ,HEIGT ,DEL T ,II ,NRT ,N XI ,SR, AI! BO A, POR, PB ,HC. P'I ,INC B 
101 FORMATI'l"Y=.',I3.' NT"·I"'· OEPTIt=',F6.o' OELT,,·,El0.S.I' Q=',F8.S 
S,I ' NRT=',I"" NII=',I]," SR=' ,FG.3, ': LAMBOA=',FG.],' POROSITY=', 
IFS.3,' PB=',F6.h' HC=',EIO.5,' PI=',F7.2," INCB='.I3) 
NY=1 
NYI=G 
NY"=3 
"Y1:"Y-l 
TIMl =0. 0 
IIATEI=O.O 
IIRATE=D.D 
DELS=HEI6T/FLOATCMY11 
IFIINCB .EII. 0' GO TO 3~ 
OET=DELT 
FOT=I.O/FlOATIINCB' 
OELT=OELhFOT 
NTR=NRT 
NRT=l 
IFINTlB .GT. 01 GO TO 311 
00 .. 2 I=I,NINC 
.. 2DSPIII=OSPCII/FOT 
31 DEL .. = .... OELS 
OEL2=2 •• DEL S 
IF INUB .GT. 01 CALL TA8LOK 
C INITIALIZATION 
pF IR =PIN8+0EL T1.nOll I NCB) 
00 t 1=1,"" 
P=HE IGT-OELS.FLOAT I I-II-PI 
IFIP-PFlRl 11,5:,5 
" FI=IP-PINBI/DELT1+1.0 
U:FI 
FINT=FI-FLOATIIII 
Xl)Ill=IIIII'+FINT.fIIl11+tl~XIIII'1 
ST III=SAT I II '+FINT.C sn IIh 1I-S AT III III 
GO TO 1 
5 FI=IP-pFIR"DELT2 
IJ:FI 
II =1 J+NCBP 
IFIll .GE.NINCI II=NINC-1 
FINT=FI-FLOATIIJ' 
XI111'=XIlIl'+FINT'fXItII+ll~XIIIIII 
ST II I=SAT I II hFINTof SAl 11[+ 1I-S AT III III 
2211'=111111 -37-
Nl=1 
~2='2 
IFUPPL .LT. 1.01 GO TO 43 
Z2111=0.0 
XIlClI=O.n 
HIlI ='l[ 16 T 
STClI=O 
Nl=Z 
N2=3 
43 IFINXJ .EG. nl GO TO 2 
WRITfI6.tOZl IXIIcrt.I=lo"YI 
102 FOPMATe- PIITIAL XI',13C1,IH 01 g8.4t1 
2 CALL ~OI~TIWAT[R,OI 
WIl IT E 16. I 03 I WA T [P, 1ST I I I , I =1 ,'I VI 
103 FORMATe- WATEP CONTFNT=',FIO.5. ': INITIAL SATUI1ATIO~'.,lJ(I,IH • 
, 16F8./itl 
C ESTABLISHMENT or SYST[M Of EQUAT[O~~ 
IFII~Q .EO. nl GO TO 45 
IIWR= 1 
CALL [NOUTI O. 9,S 11 I I. MY I 
45 MK=NI~C-3 
TIHE=rJ.O 
..1=1 
3 ..11=..1-1 
N.JP=MOOI.Jl,NJlTI 
IFI.J1 .LT. INCBI N.Jp=n 
IFIAPPl .GT •• '11 GO TO 114 
1 IFIXJlMKI .GT. XIlIlI .OR. M~ .EO. NINCI GO TO I; 
HK=HK+I 
GO TO 7 
6 IFIXIII1K-1l .L 1. XI 1111 .OR. MK .FO. ZI GO TO e 
I'lK=MK-l 
GO TO 6 
8 MKM=MK-l 
FI NT = I X II 11 I -X I11'lK M t I II X II HI( 1- X II "I( H I I 
ZETA =DSP I MKMI +FI~T. I OSP I'IK I-OSP I~ KM I I 
ALTA=OKP!MKMI+FI~T.fDKPIHI(I-QKPIMK'III 
Al TAl=AL lA+I. 
C I I , =- 2. I Al TAl 
A ( 1 I = ( ZETA + 2. I I A l TAl 
IF!NJP .GT. 01 GO TO 21 
S TIl 1= S AT I 11K'" I .F I NT. I SA T I MK I -SA. T.I M~ '" I I 
IF IMK'1 .6T. NCBI GO T(, 20 
HIll=HEIGT-PJNB-DELTJ'IFLOAT!MI(M-11 +FINTI 
GO TO 21 
20 HI II =HEIGT-PFtR-DEl Tl'(FLOATlMKM-NCBPI+FINTI 
21 RKK=RKIMKHI.QNT'IRKI'1KI-I1K!MKMII 
B I II =2 •• X Tl 1?l1 At TAl + DELli' I RKI( - 0 I + I n U-2 • J. x II 11 I I AL T A I' 
.. 4 DO 9 T= 2,NYl 
10 IFIXIIMKI .GT. XIlIII .OR. t1K .EO. Nr~CI GO TO II 
IfK =HI< +1 
GO TO 10 
II IFIOIHK-II .LT. XIlCIl .OR."I( .EO. 2) GO T:J 'i2 
HK=HI<-1 
GO TO 11 
12 MKM=HK-I 
FINT=IXII III-Xl! MK"IIII XII~I( I-X II"KMII 
Z£TA=DSP(HKMI+FI~T'I05PIMKI-BSPIMKMII 
ALT4=OKP(HKM)+FINT_(DKPIHKI-DKP(MKMI) 
AL TAl =AL T A+ 1. 
e ( II = 1 I • a - ALTA 1/ AL T ~ I 
ZE 2= 1 ;>.-ZET A 1/ AL TIll 
A(II=-(ZETA+2. !lALTAl -38-
IFINJP .I;T. [11 GO TO 'I 
ST II I=SAT IHKMI +FINT. I SAT IMK I -SA TIl M01'I I 
IFIMK.6T. NCBI GO TO 22 
H I II =HE I 6 T- DEL S. FLOAT I I -1 I -P INS -0 El Tl 0:1 Fl OIA T I MK M-I I +F IN T I 
60 TO 9 
22 HI II =HEI6T-OEl S. FLOAT I I-I I -PF IR-O El T2.1 Fl IlIA T I MK M-Nt BPI + FI NT I 
9 BIII=ZE2.xrllII-xllll-l1,-ClIJoXIlIl+II; 
13 IF IXIIMKI .GT. XIlINYI .OR. MI( .EO. NINC,I GO TO 14, 
HK=HK+l 
GO TO 13 
14 IFIXIIHK-ll .LT. XIlINYI .OR. HK .EO. 21 GO TO IS 
MK:HK-l 
GO TO 14 
15 MKM=MK-I 
FINT=IXIl INYI-XI IMKMI IIIXIIHKI-XI IMKM I I 
ZETA:OSPIMKMI+FINT'IOSPIMKI-OSPI~KMII 
ALTA=OKPIMKHI+FINToIOKPIMKI-OKPIMKMII 
IFINJP .6T. 01 GO TO 24 
ST INYI=SU IHKM)+FINT*IS4T1HK )-SAT IMKM 1,1 
IFIMK .GT. NCBIGO TIl 23 
HINY)=HEIGT-OElS*FlOATINYI1-PINB-OELTloIFlOATIHKH-II~FINTI 
GO TO 24 
23 HINYI=HEIGT-DELSoFlOATINYII-PFIR-OELT2o IFlOATIHKH-NCBPI+FINTI 
24 IFINY .LT. MYI GO TO 31 
AINYI=-.S·'IZ.+ZETAI 
ZE 2= -.5' I ZE T A- 2. I 
RKK:RKIHKMI+FINT*IRKI"'KI-RKIMKHII 
BINY I,:-XI lINY 1I+0ElZoP.KK*Il.-AL fA I,+ZE Z*XI lINY I 
60 TO 32 
31 AlHl=ALTA+l. 
AINYI=-IZETA+Z.I/ALTAI 
ZEZ= IZ.-ZETAIIAl TAl 
BIN' I=ZE2,XIlINY I-XI1(NYII-Z.oll.-ALl AloX IlINY+ II/AL:TAI 
3Z IF INJP .GT. 01 GO TO 36 
IF IJI .EO. 01 GO TO 47 
CALL HOISTIWATER.JII 
WRATE= I WA TE R-WATElI/ I TIME- T 1M I I 
47 WRITEI6.1051 WATER. WRATE,Jl ,TIME, 1ST( II,I=l ,NY! 
HIS FORMATI' INCREASED WATER=',F10.5,':RATE=',FHl.5.,' SATURUION FOR S 
STEP'tlS.' TAU='.EI2.6,101I.11-I • lSFB.q ,,, 
WATE I=WATER 
TIMl =TIME 
wR IT E I 6.106 I J 1. TI ME. 'I H I I I • I =1 .,. Y I 
106 FORMATI' HYDRAULIC HEAD FOR STEP' 015," TAU!:'.El Z.6.1DII.IH ,16F8.~ 
SII 
IF IlNR .EO. D) GO TO 36 
IF IMOOIJI,IWRTIlIWRI I.NE. 0) GO TO 36 
II WR=I1WR+l 
WRITE16,1381 Jl.NY 
138 FORMATI' SATURATION AND HEAD FOR TIHE STEP',I",' HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 
S ,NY='.ISI 
CAll INOUTIO.9~STlI1~NYI 
CAll INOUT( O. g. H 11 I.N VI 
C SOLVING SYSTEM OF EOUAITONS 
36 DO 33 I=N Z. NY 
11 =1-1 
AIII=ACII-CIIII/ACIl) 
33 8II)=8III-BCIII/AIIll 
I=NY 
X 11 I II =81111 A I I I 
3" IP =1 
I=I-} 
XIlI 11 =CBClI-C II I.X 11 UP 1I1A1 I I 
IFIl .GT. Nil GO TO 311< -39-
TIME=TII'E.OEL T 
C PRINTING Of QE5UlTS 
If INXI .EG. 0 .OR. MOOIJ.NRTI • GT. 01 GO TO 30 
WRITEI6.! 04 I J.TIMEoI XI 1I! I d=t .;NYI 
104 fORMHI" Xl rOR 5Trp·>I4.' TAU=TIMf X KO='.E12'.5.1311.IH .IGf8.411 
3D IfCXI11NY41 .GT. ZZINY41-HC .OR. NY .EG. MYI GO TO 40 
NY1=NY 
NY=NY·l 
NY"-::~"-4 
GO TO 3 0 
40 IfllNCB .EO. 01 GO TO 38 
.1=.1+1 
IfC.1 .LE. INCBI GO TO 3 ' 
INC!l=O 
OELT=OET 
NRT=NTR 
00 3'1 I=I,NINC 
3'1 OSPIII=fDT'OSPI!1 
.1=1 
38 .1-::.1+1 
IflJ .LE. NTI GO TO 3 
GO TO 86 
END 
ifOP,I OETWAT.OETWAT 
SUBROUTINE HOI5TIWATER.Jll 
REAL 5STl3Z1 
COMMON X It 5 01 • XI Ii 3 Z I .A 150 I • [lSP 15 nt .D I<P 1501 • S AT 15 OJ .RK I !iTI. S T 13 Z I , 
,. B I 3 21 • H C 3 <I • Z Z I <;0 I • C I 53 I • SIl • P B. P:O R. AM BO A. DE l T ,0 fL SI. DE L T l. 
SOElT2.HC.DINB.Ny.NYloMY .MYl .NCS .'IIINC.NCIIP 
IF 1.1 1 • G T. 0 I GOT 0 1 
SSTllI =ST III 
DO Z I=Z.MY 
2 SSTIII=STlII+SSTlI-lI 
fAC=POR.OEl S 
WATER-::FACoSSTIMYI 
RETURN 
SUM=STC11 
DO 3 I=2.NY 
3 SUM=SU'hSTIII 
WATfR=FAC*ISUl'-5STCNYII 
RETURlII 
£10m 
if OR. I lASKl.TABKl 
SUBROUTINE TARLO~ 
COMMON X I I 5 0 I • XI 1 I 3 Z I .R I 501 • OSP 15 01 .0 KP 1501 • <; AT 1501 .RK C 51 I. <; T n ZI , 
,; Z 132 I. H 1321. PC 150 I • <; C 50 I. 'ill .P fl. P:O Q. AM BD A. DEL T .OEL SI. DE L T to 
,;DE L T 2. HC. PI "lB. NY. "I Y 1. I'Y • HYl .NCB .N INC. Nt IlP 
NINC=<;O 
\0 REAO(5,1001 N.NFT,PO.PINBC.NIN3c.s.n 
100 FO RM AT C Zl5. zr 10.5 d 5. 7F 10.5 I 
POO=PO 
WRITE I 6. 1021 AMflOA. 5R .PB.PO .PIN Be .NINIIC .S AT 1 
102 FORMATI' LAMeOA='.FB.3.' SR=·.F8.4." PB='.F8.3.'· PO='.F8.4.' PINBC 
$=' .FB.2.' NINaC='tl5.'· SAfl ='.F 8.41 
UNITY=-I.O 
1111 =.N-I 
RfAOIS.lJlI cPCCII.<;IIld=I,NI 
101 FORMATIBf10.51 
IFINFT .GT. 01 GO TO 12 
FTCM=l.0130.4801 
00 13 I=l.N 
\3 PCIII=fTCM'PCIII 
12 WRITEI6tlD71 II.PCIII.SIlI.I::ldll -40-
PINB=PC 111 
IFININBC .EO. 01 GO TO 1~ 
00 287 l=loN' 
287 PCIII=PCIII+PINBC 
14 11=1 
107 FORHAH' CAPILLARY TENSION AND SATURATION 'lNPU,T OU A·.ZUl/.IH • 31 
SI302FIO.5111 
12=2 
13=3 
NC3=NINC/3 
NCB=2-NC3 
NCF=NINC-NCB 
OELT 1= I PC I N I-PCI IlIl/FLOAT I NCB+ 2* INCF-l IJ 
DELT2=2.*OELTl 
NCBP=NCB+ 1 
SRHl=SATl-SR 
ALPHA=3.*AHBOA+2. 
P=PCllI 
SUH1=0.0 
C 1 =PC I I 111 I I S I 111- S I I 21 I * I S I I 11-S II 3 I I I 
C2 =PC ( I 21 III S( 121- S I I 111 * I S 1121-5 II 31 I I 
C 3 =P C ( I 31111 S ( 131- S ( I 11 1015 II 31 -5 II 21 II 
C=Cl +C2 +C 3 
C5=2.-C 
CCC=C 1* I SIl21+5 I I 31 I +C2 - I S I II 1.+ SI 13 I I +C 3* I S II 11 +S II 21 I 
A = C 10 S 1 12 I * 5 II 3 I +C 2 0 S II U. S (J 3 I +C 3* SIll 1;- S I 12 I 
B=-CCC 
OELTAP=OELTI 
00 1 1=10 NTNC 
IFIP .LT. PCIT21 .OR. 12 .EO. PIli GO TO 3 ' 
2 11=11+1 
IZ=12+1 
1l=I3+1 
J!'IP .Gr. PCItZI .ANO. 12 .LT. Nil: GO TO 2 
Cl=PCIIlI/lISI Il'-SII 211.ISI111-S 113111 
CZ=PCIl2I1l1Sfl21-SI1 1I1.(SI121-S II 31 II 
C3=PCII3111C51 131-SI I 1I1*ISI131-S IIZII1 
C=Cl+C2+C3 
C5=Z.*C 
CC C=C I-I S I I ZI +SI 1311 +C2 -,I S I IlI:+ 5113 J.I +C 3* (S II 11 +S II 211 
A=Cl-S 1121*S 113 I +C20S II lIoS 1131 +C ]oSI I1I:oSI 121 
B=-CCC 
3 If II .EO. NCBPI OELTAP=OELT2 
PZ=P+OELTAP 
BB4A=B-B-4.0IA-PlOC 
SBB4A=05DRTIBB4AI 
SAT2=ICCC-SBB4AI/12.oCI 
SAT22= (CCC+SBB4A 1/ 12. -C I 
SL T22=SI I 21 + IS 1111-SI 121.1* I P-PC m 21 1/ (PCI IlI,-PC 112) I 
IFIABSISAT22-SLTZZI .LT. ABSISAT2-SLT221.1 SUr-SAT2Z 
RIII= ISATZ-SRI/SRHI 
Iil=q.-A-C-B-B 
SHO=CS*SA Tl +8 
SH=tS*SATZ!B 
SATlII =SUZ 
OSPIII =UNIT Y ISM 
SO 0:: SORTI ABS {O II 
IFct .LT. NINCI GO TO 86' 
SEl=ISArl-SRI/SRHI 
SEZ=(SAT2-SRI/SRHI 
AB2=IZ.+AHBOAI/AHBOA 
SP BA =SRH1/'1 4. * AB21 
SH1=SPBA-SEl*·ABZ -41-
SUM",<,PBA*5E 2 .. AB7 
SUHI=SUMl+SMI-5UM 
RK III=SUMI 
SUHI =<;UMI +SU" 
GO TO 85 
86 SM2=5MIIQ_D)+4"C/((}*5QQ)_ATAIII21SH,SQQ) 
SM 1 = S'10 I I 0- PO I + 4.' C I I O' 5 (lQ ) • A TA N;> 15 "0,5 GQ ) 
SUHl=5UMI+ABSISM)-SM2) 
RKIII=SUMI 
SATl=SAT2 
PO=P 
85 OKP I I) =P 
1 P=P2 
P=PIIII8 
p= PC, I) 
OELUP=OELT I 
DO " I=I,NIN( 
RKIII::SUMI-RKII) 
RR =P I I ) _. 2 
RRK::RR-RKII)/SUMI 
OK SE = I R R' 5R M I 10K P I I ) • - 2 • 2. - R K I I ) - R I I) ) ISU "II 
OKPII)=05PII)'OK5rIlSPMI*RRKJ 
RKIII=RRK 
05PII)=OSPII)/RRK 
IFII .EO. NCRPI DElTAP=OELT2 
ZI I) =P-PINBC 
" p=p'Orl TAP 
XIIl)"'.S-Il.D+RKIl))·IPCII)-POO) 
OP 1 3 =.54) 66 66 h 0 EL T 1 
OPl?4=.D41E;6J;6E;700rLT 1 
XI'2J=XIIII+.S-OrLTI-IPK'I)+PKI2)) 
NIIIIC1=N1I11C-I 
00 1<; I=~ .NINCI 
IFII .NE. NCIlPI GO TO IS 
OP13=.541666670DEL T 2 
OPJ24=. 04 i56"f;f;7.Drl T 2 
15 xr I I ) :: X I I 1- 11 + OP 1 3- IRK I I ) + R K , I - 11 ) - DD 12 ,,- IRK I 1+ i ) +R K ( 1- Z) ) 
XI I N INC) = XI I NT NC 1) + .5 -D E LT A P. IRK ( NI N:; ) + RK (:-11111 n I ) 
WR IT E I 6 • 1 73 ) 
lZ3 fORMH('O VALUES Of P.SATURATIOIli. X:I,'JS/DP/DR, IDK/KP/K~) AIliD KR 
$ DETERMINED FROM S VS PC DATA'I 
NHNIC=IIIINC/2 
NNTC=NHNIC 
IFI.INC-NNTC .GT. NNTC) NNTC::~INC-NNT[ 
fAC=Z.·POR*OFLS-OEl5/DELT 
fACl=.S-OElS 
DO 6 [=1. NNTC 
II =NHIIII(+I 
IF II I .GT. NINC) 1I::111 INC 
WR IT [ , 6 .1 '5 I I., Z I I I • 5 A T I I I ,x I I I I .0 S P , I I • OK P I I I ,q K I I , • I I. ,Z ( I I I • 
'Ii SA T , I I) • X I , II I .0 5P I II ) • OKP I II ), !?K Iii I I 
125 fORMATI1H .r2.2F8.4,4fll.SoI7.2H.Q.4Ell.S) 
OSPIII=FAC.OSPIrl 
DSPI II)=FAC.OWI III 
OKPI II =FACl.OKPI II 
E. DKPIII)::FACI*OKPIIII 
RE TURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B. Sample of solution output including values of 1;, saturation and 
hydraulic head at a number of time steps. 
INITIAL XI 
.1065 .3065 .1065 .1065 • :II 65 .1165 .30651 .3065 .3065 .3065 .3065 1 .306'1 
.3064 .30''1 • 30611 • 3061 • :II 63 .30 62 .3062 .1061 .3060 
INIT IAL SAT UflAT ION 
.2812 .2851 .2869 .2892 • 2'1 16 .29 39 .2972 • III 21 .1078 .1128 .3163 .319f, 
.1211 .1269 .3310 .3354 
• JIIlJI • 3\ ~ • 3S Z3 .358;( .1652 
SATUIUTION FOR STEP o HUI:: .000000 
.2832 .2851 .2869 .2892 • 2'1 16 • 2'1 39 .2'172 
HYDRAULIC HEAD FOP STEP o TAU= .000000 
-3.000 -3.000 - 3. 000 -3.000 -3.0 00 -2.997 -2.897 
XI FOR STEP 1 TAU=TIHE X KO= .25000-02 
.1065 .3065 .3065 .3065 .3065' .3065 .1065 
IS ATUR AT ION Fa R ST EP 1 TAU= .250000-02 
.2977 .2851 .286'1 .2892 • 2'116 • 2'1 liD • 2'172 
HYDRAULIC HEAD FOP STEP 1 TAU= • 25 IX! rD-J 2 
-2.386 
-2.999 - 3. 000 -3.{]00 
-3.01X! -2.996 
-2.897 
, Xl FOR STEP 2 TAU:TIHE X KO= .5) 00 0-02 
.... .1065 .3065 .3065 .3065 .3065 .3:! 65 • 30 65 1 
':" F FOR STEP 10 TAU=TIME x KO: .51000-01 
.295" .306'1 .3!l65 .3065 .3065 • 3J 65 .3065' 
S AT UR AT 10 N FO R STEP 1 a TAU: 
.500000-01 
.55"3 .32"7 • 2873 • 2892 • 2'1 16 • 2'1 liD HYDRAULIC HEAD FOP STEP .2'172 Ul TAU: 
.5::10000-01 
.627 
-1.858 
-2.97'1 
-2.998 
-z .9 'I" 
-2.993 XI FOR STEP 20 TAU=TIME X KO= -?8!17 
• 1) 00 0+ 00 
• Z903 
.3026 .306S 
.3065 .3065 .3['165 
• 3065 • 30 65 ' SATURATION FOR STEP 20 TAU: 
.100000+00 
.5890 • ft7 20 .3031 
.289'1 
• 2'1 u; HYDRAULIC HEAD FOR STEP • 2'1'11 • 2'112 .3022 2:1 TAU = • In 00 00 +0 0 
.77" .052 -2.483 
- 2 .990 
-2.996 
-2.989 XI FOR STEP 30 TAU:TIME X kO= -?R 97 - 3 .000 
.15 IX! 0+ 00 
.28"2 • 2953 
• 3056 • lu65 .3065 
.3065 SATuRAT ION FOR STEP 30 TAU: 
.150000+00 
.3065 1 
• 31165 
.6187 
.55116 .38115 
.2930 
• 2'1 17 • zq'l1 HYDRAULIC HEAD FOP STEP • 2'1 7'Z .3022 3J TAU: 
• 15 rn DO +3 n 
.904 
.528 
-.8R3 
-2.841 
-2 .!l '13 
-2.985 XI FOR STEP 
"D TAIJ=TIME x KO= 
-2.897 
-3 .000 
.?) 00 D+ 00 
.2800 .2900 
.3DOS .1~6q • :m 65 • l:J 65 • 3365 1 
.3065 
.3365 
SATURATION FOR <;TEP ~O TAU= .2 nooo 0- 00 
.&36!> .5906 .5'10S .3215 .23 ?? .294? • ;>q 7? .3:122 • 3J 7q 
HVORAULIC HEAD FOO ST~P 43 TAU= • 21 m m -, 0 
.974 .!dll .1 SR - 2.146 - 2 .9 71 -2.9 Bl -2.B 07 ~ 3 .'J !1J -~.'1 00 
XI FOR STEP 50 TAU=TI~E X KO= .2300 n- m 
• :>7& 1 • 7/l 50 .294'3 • 30 41 • l'J 65 .3165 • 3:1 6') • 3n 1'5 • 3J 65 .3065 
SATURATION FOR STEP 50 TAU:; .250000"O~ 
• 6 511 • 6153 .5516 .4746 
• Z9 n .2943 .7'11? .3022 .3'119 .31 28 
HVOR4ULIC H~AD ~OP 5T~P 'iJ TAU= • 2; ro 'Xl +J 0 
1.031 .1 ql .441 -.S 34 -2 .F;~ -2.975 -? .8 "11 - 3 .J OJ -2.99" -3 ,{') 00 
xr FOR <;HP f;0 TAIJ=TIMr X KO= .33 OJ 0+ OJ 
.272'1 .280" • 29(l[J .29 '15 • 3J In • 3) 65 • 3365 .3) 1;5 • 3:1 6~ .3065 
5ATUIlATTON FOR STEP ,,0 TAU= ... 0000 0- on 
.6f,0~ .6326 • <;9(15 • 51 28 • 34 31 • zq 49 .7912 .332? .3379 • 31 28 
HYDRAULIC HEAD FOR STfP oJ TAU = • lJ,no 01 +~ f) 
1.066 .P S9 .5 PC! .1 31 -I .1 ~, -2.9 ~9 -?8'J5 - 3 .0 OJ -2.'19'l -2.9'39 
XI FOR STEP 70 TAU=TlMf X KO= .35 OJ n+ OJ 
• 26'l'l .2770 .2854 .2948 • lJ 41 .3) 65 • 3J f;5 • 3J 6~ • 3J 6~ • 3n ~5 • ~J f.5 
SATURAT ION FOR $.TEP 10 TAU= .35000 0- OJ 
, .6692 .614 R3 .1)133 .5586 • 4~ 4'l • 30 Fl? .1'9 n • 3122 • 3J 80 .3129 .3163 
: HYDRAULIC H[A~ FO· STEP 7J TAU = .35 m m +J 0 
, 1.1'10 .92rJ • 6 ~3 .3145 -.~ <q -z .7 12 -?R 91 - 3 .:1 OJ -2.998 -2.998 -~.J 00 
XI FOil STEP 90 TAU=TIM[ X KO= .4) on O-I)J 
.267Q .2738 .2111 II • 29 OJ • 2991 • 3J 61 • 31 6~ • 3J 65 .3'165 .3'165 .3165 
SAT Ull AT 10 N FO R <; T EP 3 (l TAU= .4 oonoo- 03 
.6765 .6518 .(;3011 .5903 • 51 g.~ .35 qg • 73 ~3 .3J22 .30 80 .3130 .31 63 
HYDRAULIC HEAD FOR STFP 8J TAU = • 'n nn OJ +:J 0 
1.128 • '3 'i6 .750 .48J .J Iii -) .5107 
-2.R 34 
- 2.'1 'l9 -2 .9 'l7 
-2.9 'l7 
-7.9 'l9 
XI FOR <;T~P qn TAU=TlM[ Y KO= .45 OJ n+ OJ 
.2652 .2709 .2771 .2858 '. 2'l'41 • 3J 35 • 3165 • 3D 63 • 30 6~ .3[165 .31 (;5 . n 64 SAT UR AT ION FO R ~ T EP 90 TAU= .~ 51000- no 
.68~1 .'661;4 .646:1 .61 19 
• 55 IJi .4; 56 • ~1 2J • D 24 .3380 HYDRAULIC ~EA[J rOQ STrR • 31 3J .31 1;4 .31 % <10 TAU = .4" m m +J 0 
1.153 .999 • B 11 .51!! 
.? ""! -.4 All -7.111 -2.9 % 
-2.9 % 
-2.'1% 
-7.998 -3.~rm 
Xl FOR STfP I~O TAU=TIME X KO= .7,00 n. OJ 
.2573 .2602 • 26 3~ .2681 • "-7 J3 .27''14 • ?R 6. • 2'l4~ .3321 '.30 !;Z .33 f;4 .3' 64 
.3064 • 3rJ 64 .3n64 
S ATUIlAT rON FOR STEP 150 TAU= 
.7 SOOD O. O~ 
.69114 .6'1211 • 6R 61 .6746 • 1;5 'III .6381 • 6J 78 • 5;; lJ • 47 ~h • 3~ 35 • ~1 1!.5 
.3232 • 321;'l • BI1 • 3354 .31 '18 
HYDRAULIC HEAD FOP STEP 1 SJ T AU= • 75 ro OJ +J 0 
1 .l' 11 I. n 'If] .964 .823 .r. F;e 
• ~ 83 .763 -.045 
-.5 % 
-2.0 qa 
-2.'1'1'; -2.9'1!1 - 3. n no - 3.0 DO -2.q3? -2.995 
APPENDIX C 
Extension of Solution Capabilities to Heterogeneous Soils 
This appendix describes the changes which are necessary to the 
solution methodology us ed in the body of the report, in order to solve 
problems in which the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil varies 
in the vertical direction. A computer program has been written which 
doc !flcorporate these changes. This program requires that the 
variation of the saturated hydraulic conductivity about some representa-
tive value be specified as input. The method used for handling problems 
with heterogeneous soils assumes that the same capillary pressure 
versus saturation and hydraulic conductivity relationships exist through-
out the entire soil. In other words, the values for Kr(p), S(p), 
OKr lop and oslop do not vary with the soil heterogeneity. Rather 
the heterogeneity is described in terms of a variation of the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity. Granted, that this assumption cannot be used 
if different layers of soil are composed of vastly different or.ginal 
matter causing different layers to have vastly different hydraulic 
properties. For many situations in which the soil has been formed 
from basically the same mother material, however, this assumption 
is realistic. With this assumption the saturated hydraulic conductivity 
c an be defined as 
(C-l) 
in which Ko (a constant) is a representative value of the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity and Kv is a function of y. Darcy' 5 Law 
can then be written as 
v 
Introduction of Eq. C-2 into the one-dimensional1continuity 
equation gives the following equation in place of Eq. 1. 
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(C-Z) 
ah 
[ a(Kray) Ko Kv ---a-y--- + K EE. aKv] r ay ay 
After replacing h by the dependent variable 
as 
n at 
through the Kirchhoff 
transformation as before, leads to the following equation instead of 
Eg. 4 as the partial differential equation for which a solution is sought. 
The finite difference operator for the Crank-Nicolson method from 
Eg. C-4 is 
- rll+-~) j \ ~ ~i+l 
in which 
and 
a ~) ay 
Note that Eg. C-5 is the same as Eq. lQ with two exceptions. 
First the final term in Eq. C-5 dnes not occur in Eq. 10, and second c;: 
and a are defined differently. 
The boundary operators Eg. 12 through 14 will also be the same if 
the above definition for z;: and a. are llsed with the exception of the 
(C-3) 
(C-4) 
(C-5) 
operator (Eg. 12a) for the surface condition. In this last operator Kv Ko 
replaces Ko in the second from the last term (See Eg. 12a). 
With relatively minor changes from the procedure used to solve 
the homogeneous case, it is possible to obtain solutions to vertical 
infiltration problems into a soil whose hydraulic conductivity varie_s with depth. 
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